
Promoting Your Art in 2024 

A Web Page for your Artwork 

 

Do you have art that is too big to display in your space? 

Do you want more exposure for your art? 

Do you just want to make more sales? 

 

We’ve come up with a new program using the AGAMI website to promote our artists and make more 

sales.   

Currently, guests on our website can look up our artists and access links to their websites.  Those that 

don’t have a website don’t have a way to show their work online.  This new program is a way to get your 

work online, in front of buyers, and is available to all our displaying artists.  Whether you have a website 

or not, you can submit up to 5 images of your art that we will post for you.  The idea is to benefit both 

the artist and the gallery.  Sales that come from this lead will be subject to the 25% gallery commission.  

Once a piece sells, or you wish to show something new, you may send information for a new piece to 

take its place. 

This is currently under construction on our website.  Look under Gallery Artists to see examples of this. 

If you’d like to participate, we ask you submit the following information: 

1. A short description/introduction of yourself and your work.  This is limited to 80 words or less.  

2. For each image, we need the following:  title, medium, size, price, and what form it is available 

in.   The listed title should match the title on each image. 

3. Up to 5 images of your art.  Images should be labeled with the title, in JPEG form, they should be 

sized for internet, meaning under 2MB and sent as attachments – not embedded in the email 

text.    

Since this is a new program, we will be finetuning a few things as we go.  Due to the amount of time 

involved in creating a page for each artist, your work may not show up immediately on the website.  We 

will take each submission in order and get them up as soon as possible. 

If you have questions, contact Sharon Tarras at  smtarras@tarrasdesign.com. 
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